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Outline

 Introduction – Framing the Challenges 

– Implications of COP 15 in Copenhagen 

– Lessons from the Dallas Conference 

 Alternative federal carbon pricing models – does NARUC have an 
interest? 

 Issues resulting from a delay in implementing carbon pricing

 Key Issues for State Commissions in the Absence of Federal Climate 
Legislation

 EPA Regulating under its existing Clean Air Act Authority
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The Road to Copenhagen

Political Dialogue:

– Rio Earth Summit/Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (1992)

– Kyoto Protocol (1997)

– Bali Road Map (2007) 

• Two-year process to developing an ―agreed outcome and 

decision‖ in 2009 in Copenhagen.
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The Road to Copenhagen

Scientific Inquiry:

– The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

Reports intended to 

assess scientific, technical and socio-economic information 
concerning climate change, its potential effects, and options for 
adaptation and mitigation.

• IPCC 1st Assessment Report (1990)

• IPCC 2nd Assessment Report (1995)

• IPCC 3rd Assessment Report (2001)

• IPCC 4th Assessment Report (2007)
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Our Understanding of the 

Problem

―More obvious, more evidently critical, more 

evidently severe enough to warrant the kind 

of attention that the world is paying to it 

today.‖  

Jonathan Pershing, U.S. Deputy Envoy for Climate Change, 

January 14, 2010 Speech to Center for Strategic and 

International Studies
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The Accord
 Commitment to keep global temperature increase within 2 degrees 

Celsius (though without specifying what this would mean in terms of 
emissions);

 Mechanism for all countries – in particular the major nations that either 
were not party to the Kyoto Protocol (the United States) or had no 
mitigation obligations under Kyoto (major developing countries) – to 
make commitments to curb or reduce emissions;

 Framework for monitoring and review of compliance with those 
commitments; and

 Significant new financing commitments. Developed countries pledged 
US$30 bn in the years 2010-2012, and pledged to mobilize an additional 
US$100 bn per year by 2020 to help cover developing countries’ costs in 
implementing climate policies, including adaptation.
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Next Steps
 By January 31, 2010

– Appendix Countries are to inscribe their actions in an appendix 
to the agreement. The US and other countries are engaged in 
getting countries to do this.

 A Review of the Process.

 ―… the ball is in the court of the domestic programs and 

so part of what happens this year is a consideration for the 

U.S. of how it will move forward.‖  

J. Pershing
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Unfinished Business

Targets do not add up to a 2 degree goal;

Commitments by January 31 unclear; and

Binding language is ultimately necessary 

for various reasons, e.g., 

– Financial commitments 

– Development of a (global, national, regional?) 

carbon market.
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Some Observations
 A Political Breakthrough

– The first time that major world leaders directly negotiated and came to an 
agreement on this issue. 

– China is in the game, putting measurable emissions reductions targets on 
the table and accepting verification. 

– The U.S. is back in the game.

– The significance of this political understanding should not be 
underestimated. 

 Breadth and Reach
– This is more encompassing than just an environmental issue:

• Trade Policy (not just preserving current markets and market shares, but opening 
new ones)

• Energy Policy

• National and Regional Security 

• Diplomatic interests and specific diplomatic initiatives
9



Some More Observations
 Focus on Adaptation

– Suggests that countries are convinced by climate science in more than an abstract way, 
i.e., there will be actual consequences, e.g., sea level rise, drought, increased risk of 
damaging weather that require action now.

 Costs for action and costs for inaction:
– Not, ―if we do nothing we save money.‖

But rather, ―if we do nothing we face greater costs.‖

– Recognition for the need to invest wisely to attain multiple goals, one of which is climate.

– But government spending will not be enough; policies are needed.  This is about a 
change in the direction of energy investment, building sector, transport, forestry and 
agriculture.

 Calls into Question the Process
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NARUC - NCEP Climate 

Conference
 Coherent message from a broad mix of speakers: 

Academic experts, utility industry, new players, regulators, finance experts, activists 

 Much agreement on external drivers:

– Climate science is compelling: yields 450ppm/2 degrees C

– Climate-forcing trends – population and economic growth -- are 

powerful and global

– 80% reduction economy-wide by 2050 seems essential

 Much agreement on key policy points:

– Decarbonizing the power sector is essential --while also electrifying 

transport and housing

– Carbon pricing (tax or cap) is not enough,

– A suite of policies is essential on demand, delivery and supply, 

– Many of those policies are in the hands of states and PUCs – with or 

without federal action



Per capita C02 emissions 

(Global and U.S.) 

have not changed since 1970
Global United States



Human population (both global and U.S.) 

has increased by more than 50% since 1970 

(and so have GHG emissions)

Global United States



US per capita emissions stable and high

Figure 1: Per Capita Emission Trends 1950-2006
(Data sources: Marland et al. 2007 (data through 2004), 

2005-2006: author's estimates using preliminary data)
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Drastic emission reductions needed to go down to 450 ppm 

scenario…let alone 350 ppm

World energy-related C02 

emissions by scenario

Limiting warming to 2°C requires 

global emissions to peak before 

2020, and U.S. emissions well 

before that

World greenhouse gas 

concentration by scenario

Source: IEA Energy Outlook 2009

Reference scenario is a pathway 

towards 1,000 ppm CO2-eq
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Different pathways to 450 ppm –

Delay can be very costly

Source: Stern Report; Blair report; EDF calculations using the MAGICC climate model and IPCC assumptions

Delaying strong action will necessitate a much stronger response in 
the future

• Current estimates of 

the costs are of about 

2% of GDP (per year) 

if immediate action is 

taken

• A ten-year delay could 

double the annual 

costs and costs rise to 

up to 20% GDP if no 

action is taken



The Basic Challenge
--Hank Courtright, EPRI

De-carbonize the electricity 

infrastructure and meet binding 

economy-wide CO2 reduction 

targets

and

Provide reliable, affordable, and 

environmentally responsible 

electricity
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MERGE U.S. Electric Generation Mix

--Hank Courtright, EPRI
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Nuclear production can expand
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Trajectories for the U.S. energy sector
--Peter Schwartz

Source: IEA Energy Outlook 2009

CO2 emission savings in the U.S. power generation sector relative 

to the 2007 fuel mix to get to a 450 ppm scenario
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• Total global cleantech investment needs to reach $500 B/yr to hold 

global warming to less than 2o C  
--New Energy Finance, Nov. 2009

• U.S. EE investment of $520 Billion would yield energy savings of 

over $1.2 trillion by 2020 and reduce projected energy use by 23%
-- McKinsey, Unlocking Energy Efficiency in the U.S. Economy,” July 2009

• U.S. will need to spend $1.5 - $2 trillion by 2030 to upgrade its 

electricity system. To raise and spend capital on this massive scale, 

the utility industry must represent a sufficiently investment 

attractive vehicle 
-- The Brattle Group

The Financial Challenge
-Dan Bakal, CERES



We can’t rely on carbon prices to 

deliver the needed investments 
--The view from Exelon 



We can’t wait for carbon prices to deliver CCS
--Jay Apt, Carnegie-Mellon University

Low $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7 $8 $9 $10 $11 $12 $13 $14 $15 $16 $17 $18 $19 High
Low      31.30      38.11      44.91      51.71      58.52      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55      63.55 

5      33.11      39.91      46.72      53.52      60.32      67.13      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63      67.63 

10      34.92      41.72      48.52      55.33      62.13      68.94      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71      71.71 

15      36.72      43.53      50.33      57.14      63.94      70.74      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80      75.80 

20      38.53      45.33      52.14      58.94      65.75      72.55      79.35      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88      79.88 

25      40.34      47.14      53.95      60.75      67.55      74.36      81.16      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97      83.97 

30      42.15      48.95      55.75      62.56      69.36      76.16      82.97      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05      88.05 

35      43.95      50.76      57.56      64.36      71.17      77.97      84.77      91.58      92.14      92.14      92.14      92.14      92.14      92.14      92.14      92.14      92.14      92.14      92.14      92.14 

40      45.76      52.56      59.37      66.17      72.97      79.78      86.58      93.38      96.22      96.22      96.22      96.22      96.22      96.22      96.22      96.22      96.22      96.22      96.22      96.22 

45      47.57      54.37      61.17      67.98      74.78      81.58      88.39      95.19    100.31    100.31    100.31    100.31    100.31    100.31    100.31    100.31    100.31    100.31    100.31    100.31 

50      49.37      56.18      62.98      69.78      76.59      83.39      90.19      97.00    103.80    104.39    104.39    104.39    104.39    104.39    104.39    104.39    104.39    104.39    104.39    104.39 

55      51.18      57.98      64.79      71.59      78.39      85.20      92.00      98.80    105.61    108.25    108.25    108.25    108.25    108.25    108.25    108.25    108.25    108.25    108.25    108.25 

60      52.18      59.79      66.59      73.40      80.20      87.00      93.81    100.61    107.42    108.81    108.81    108.81    108.81    108.81    108.81    108.81    108.81    108.81    108.81    108.81 

65      52.39      60.36      68.34      75.20      82.01      88.81      95.62    102.42    109.22    109.36    109.36    109.36    109.36    109.36    109.36    109.36    109.36    109.36    109.36    109.36 

70      52.61      60.58      68.55      76.52      83.82      90.62      97.42    104.23    109.92    109.92    109.92    109.92    109.92    109.92    109.92    109.92    109.92    109.92    109.92    109.92 

75      52.82      60.79      68.76      76.73      84.70      92.43      99.23    106.03    110.47    110.47    110.47    110.47    110.47    110.47    110.47    110.47    110.47    110.47    110.47    110.47 

80      53.03      61.00      68.97      76.94      84.91      92.89    100.86    107.84    111.02    111.02    111.02    111.02    111.02    111.02    111.02    111.02    111.02    111.02    111.02    111.02 

85      53.24      61.21      69.18      77.15      85.13      93.10    101.07    109.04    111.58    111.58    111.58    111.58    111.58    111.58    111.58    111.58    111.58    111.58    111.58    111.58 

90      53.45      61.42      69.39      77.37      85.34      93.31    101.28    109.25    112.13    112.13    112.13    112.13    112.13    112.13    112.13    112.13    112.13    112.13    112.13    112.13 

95      53.66      61.64      69.61      77.58      85.55      93.52    101.49    109.46    112.69    112.69    112.69    112.69    112.69    112.69    112.69    112.69    112.69    112.69    112.69    112.69 

High      53.88      61.85      69.82      77.79      85.76      93.73    101.70    109.67    113.24    113.24    113.24    113.24    113.24    113.24    113.24    113.24    113.24    113.24    113.24    113.24 
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Conclusion:  State PUCs have an 

essential role 

 Utilities are ~40% of the problem but may be called on to 

be 75% of the solution

 This is true either with or without a federal climate bill

 ―It has to be you …We don’t have a clean air future 

without a clean energy future‖ -- Gina McCarthy

 ―All of the politics and policies will take place at the state 

level‖  -- Peter Schwartz

 Solution set: mostly policies & mostly state jurisdictional



Elements of a 2050 Roadmap – State 

PUCs roles in every step:

1. Deliver ―Efficiency First‖ policies and programs

2. Halt lock-in of new unabated coal

3. Accelerate CCS for coal and gas

4. Add large-scale renewables

5. Grid expansion and access rules for renewables

6. Support nuclear where competitive  

7. Electrify light-duty transportation (and buildings where 

needed) 

8. Build a Smart/Green Grid for DR, EVs, PVs,etc.

9. Regulation and finance – Support profitable business 

models for utilities and investors



EU-27 total GHG emissions

GtCO2e per year

SOURCE: Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve v2.0, IEA WEO 2009, US EPA, EEA, team analysis
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There is a solution space for reaching 

the economy-wide 80% reduction target in 2050 (EU example)
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3 Assumption: 15% fuel switch of remaining primary energy demand converted to electricity in industry for heating from heat pumps; assumed to be 2,5 times as efficient 

as primary fuel usage; lower case: electric heat pumps assumed to be 4 times as efficient as primary fuel usage

SOURCE: Team analysis

Deep energy efficiency needed to make room for new electric 

uses (heat and transport)
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SOURCE: Imperial College, KEMA

Grid Costs: Transmission requirements for a 60% RE scenario in the EU

With DSM: E100 Billion; Without DSM: E150 Billion
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Eastern-South Europe 10 (1) 75
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Off-shore wind park 
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Alternative federal carbon 

pricing models
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Climate Policy Architecture 

Cap-and-trade policies and tax policies both 

do 2 things:

– Place a price (tax) on emissions

– Determine how revenue is spent

• What is the money spent on 

• Who gains and who loses



Carbon price - Cap vs. Tax

 Cap policies

– The cap imposes a scarcity value on emissions

– The market (and foundational policies) determine 

the carbon price necessary to meet the cap

– All cap policies being discussed are cap-and-trade 

policies – cap-and-rebate/invest/other refer to the 

public finance aspects of the policy



Carbon price - Cap vs. Tax

 Tax policies

– The level of the tax directly sets the carbon price

– The overall level of emissions is uncertain, and depends 

on the level of the tax (and on foundational policies)

 Political guess – discussion of a tax policy would likely 

end up with a carbon price lower than the price resulting 

from the current consensus GHG targets in the Cap bills    



Carbon price – Supply side 

vs. Demand Side

The effect of a carbon price (from a tax or a 

cap) is widely thought to be effective in 

transmitting incentives to energy production 

technology choice

The effect on demand side behavior is 

characterized by a much wider range of 

opinion



Public Finance Issues – Caps 

and Taxes

Revenue Generation – who gets the money?

Revenue Use – how is the money spent?

Incidence – what is the effect on the net 

income of different income classes?   



Who gets the money

 Taxes – money is collected by the federal government

 Cap programs

– Federal government can raise revenue through sale 

(auction) of allowances

– Allowances can be given to public entities (e.g. state 

agencies)

– Allowances can be given to private entities under 

regulation (e.g. LDCs)

– Allowances can be given to private companies (e.g. the 

merchant coal allocation)



Who gets the money

 Allocation Formula for Allowances to the Electricity 

Sector

– Formula based on emissions favors coal states

– Formula based on output favors low-carbon generation 

mix

– Choice of base years has implications for states that 

have aggressively pursued RPS / EE policies 

– Updating formulas can encourage generation and 

discourage EE programs – devil is in the details



How is the money used? 

Taxes or auctioned permits

– General revenue / deficit reduction

– Specific taxpayer rebates (cap-and-rebate)

– Specific uses (e.g. energy R&D, support of 

carbon-intensive industries)

– Inter-governmental transfers (support of state 

and local programs 



How is the money used? 

Allocated permits

– LDC allocations

• EE programs

• Rate subsidies

• Non-rate transfers to ratepayers

– State programs

– Windfall profits

– Any number of other uses 



Incidence

 Low-income people will pay a higher percentage of 

their income in additional energy costs

– Using revenue for general government purposes or 

for rate subsidies is regressive

– Using revenue for targeted EE programs could be 

progressive

– Using revenue for per-capita tax rebates is neutral 

or progressive

– Using revenue for targeted tax rebates (e.g. 

expanding the EITC) is progressive 



Revenue Use, the Price Signal, 

and Overall Efficiency of GHG 

Reduction

 Using revenue for cost-effective energy efficiency 
shifts demand, lowers allowance prices, and increases 
economic efficiency

 Using revenue to hold rates down by reducing revenue 
requirements dampens energy efficiency, puts more 
reduction burden on generation, and decreases 
economic efficiency

 Transferring revenue to ratepayers independent of the 
price signal is fairly neutral with respect to the 
economic efficiency of GHG reduction



Electricity sector cap-and-

trade

Would partially solve the uncertainty 

problem for new generation

Would create significant leakage and 

increase the overall costs of GHG reduction



Commission Interests

Level and certainty of the carbon price over time -

- Effect on rates

Equitable treatment of heterogeneous states

Equitable treatment of ratepayer classes

Revenue for Commission-managed EE programs

Clarity and Level of Reporting and Management 

Burden 



Issues Resulting from Delay
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Policy Uncertainty and 

Commission Decisions

While it is highly likely that some form of carbon 

pricing will come from the federal government

– Business desire for certainty

– EPA CAA regulation

– It is a necessary part of an effective response to 

climate change risk

 The timing, extent, and magnitude of the price signal 

could remain uncertain for 2,4, or more years 



Policy Uncertainty and 

Commission Decisions

Model Results (EPRI, PNL, others) increasingly 

find that the timing for beginning expansion of 

nuclear, coal/CCS, and renewables is critical

 Federal Policy may remain uncertain

What is the public interest that Commissions 

should follow?

 Is that public interest the same across different 

states and regions?



Decisions about Generation

 Is it prudent to choose generation as if there will be a 

carbon price in the future?

 Is it justifiable to guarantee or partially guarantee cost 

recovery for low-carbon generation if federal policy is 

delayed or never happens?

 Does uncertainty justify waiting to build new 

generation (particularly nuclear and CCS coal)?



Decisions about Generation

– Will delays in new generation affect system 

reliability?

– Possible diversion of state and national interests in 

waiting to start new construction

 Commission stances on this issue will have significant 

influences on financing new generation.



Decisions about Energy 

Efficiency Programs

Should a carbon price be factored in to the 

decision about break-even points for EE 

programs?

Does uncertainty increase the value of EE in 

buying time for new generation decisions?



How should commissions 

factor in future federal policy

Resource Planning Processes

Advance cost recovery decisions

– An explicit carbon price / carbon adder

– A range of carbon prices / carbon adders

– Target levels of generation and emissions

– Setting a portfolio of technologies



Uncertainty and NAAQS 

Policy Development

 It is highly likely that electricity generation will continue 

to be called upon for reductions in Sox, Nox, and mercury

 Lowest-cost ways of meeting new requirements will be 

different 

– if CO2 is considered (less coal, more renewables, 

nuclear, and EE, less gas in the long run)

– If CO2 is not considered (more post-combustion 

controls on coal and gas) 



Key Issues for State Commissions in 

the Absence of Federal Climate 

Legislation 
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No scenario works without an 

“Efficiency First” commitment 

 “If I were emperor of the world, I would put the pedal to 

the floor on energy efficiency and conservation for the 

next decade.” 

— Dr. Stephen Chu, United States Secretary of Energy

 Gina McCarthy -- “No matter what approach we take, if 

we don’t focus on efficiency, the costs are 

staggering…Energy efficiency is the foundation of every 

strategy we can develop”



Deep Efficiency is Essential for GHG Abatement
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Policies and Programs Are Needed 
to Deliver Efficiency

Market barriers

Lack of information

Upfront costs

Payback periods  - high implicit 
discount rate

Consumer inertia:Hassle factor, timing 
mismatches

Split incentives – eg,
Builder/buyer
Tenant/landlord

Unpriced external costs

Uncompensated benefits –eg, system 
reliability

Lessons: 

 The barriers are the same in 
both traditional utility systems 
and in restructured, liberalized 
markets  (US has both)

 Single-barrier attempts don’t 
work (audits alone, financing 
alone, etc.)

 Cheap measures now, more 
later creates lost opportunities

 Utility-system charges & carbon 
$$ can leverage private capital 53



Elements of a Large-Scale 
Efficiency Strategy

1. Obligations -- Enforceable efficiency 
obligations, with regulatory/governmental 
oversight 

2. Financing – “Efficiency First” investments using 
utility rates, wires charges, carbon revenues,  
economic stimulus funds, etc. 

3. Energy Markets and Grids – Open them to 
efficiency services

4. Profitability – Make efficiency profitable (at 
least not harmful) for power entities 

5. EE Delivery Manager(s) – Competent, 
customer-focused, and performance-driven
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1. Who Has the Efficiency Obligation? 
Top 10 US States use a variety of approaches

State Efficiency Portfolio Manager 
Structure of Top 10 (ACEEE)

California Regulated Utility (DNO with supply function)

Massachusetts Regulated Utility (DNO with supply function)

Connecticut Regulated Utility (DNO with supply function)

Vermont Contracted Private Entity (non profit)

Wisconsin Contracted Private Entity (non profit)

New York Government Agency

Oregon New, Sole-Purpose Public Corporation

Minnesota Regulated Utility (DNO with supply function)

New Jersey Contracted Private Entity (for profit)

Washington Regulated Utility (DNO with supply function)

Best structure depends on local conditions 



The Smart Grid Challenge

 Commissions will be looking for value in the concept of smart 
grid and trying to determine what consumers will get in return 
for their money.

 For smart grid to contribute to economic efficiency, consumer 
welfare, and environmental protection, its potential must be 
properly and fully exploited. 

 This, in turn, depends crucially on adopting a few basic policies 
that make sense with or without a smart grid, plus a sober 
assessment of its value in relation to other clean energy 
investments.

 Regulators should not be distracted from taking the other 
actions that are urgently needed to prepare for a low-carbon 
future.
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Smart Grid Defined

 Smart Grid can be thought of as ―System Integration,‖ an 
interconnected system of information and communication technologies 
and electricity generation, transmission, distribution and end-use 
technologies that will:

– enable consumers to manage their usage and choose the most 
economically efficient offering,

– maintain delivery system reliability and stability enhanced by 
automation, and

– use the most environmentally benign generation alternatives including 
renewable resources and energy storage.

Adapted from Roger Levy, Smart Grid Technical Advisory Project, 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
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Smart Grid Conclusions

Smart grids should be accompanied by smart 

policies or their full potential will not be 

realized and the cost to consumers will exceed 

the benefits.

Like the Internet, another communications 

technology, it all comes down to content. 

Smart policies create the content for smart 

grids and should not lag behind their roll-out.
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The Values and What is Needed

Here are the major values of smart grid and what’s 
needed to capture net benefits for consumers:
– Enhanced system reliability

– Improved energy efficiency

– Better rate design and more customer choice

– Reduction in peak demand

– Capacity and O&M savings

– Better integration of distributed and renewable 
resources

– Right charging of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles

– Reduced greenhouse gas and other emissions
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Smart Policies Should Not Lag

Behind Smart Grid Investments

Regulators should consider adopting the smart 
policies that are needed to justify investment in 
the smart grid. Without them, much of the 
investment will be wasted and the benefits will 
be untapped. 

What follows is a summary of key policies to 
substantially scale up energy efficiency, peak 
load management, and renewable and 
distributed resources:
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Smart Policies

 Treat energy efficiency as a resource at least on a par 
with supply-side resources.
– In organized competitive markets, revise rules to allow 

energy efficiency to fully compete with other resources to 
provide its full range of potential services.

– In integrated resource planning/portfolio portfolio
management and competitive bidding processes, evaluate 
energy efficiency as are source option that competes with 
alternatives on both expected cost and risk as well as other 
measures considered by the Commission.

– Address the strong disincentive utilities face because energy 
efficiency reduces sales, reducing profits.
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Smart Policies

 Reveal the value of energy efficiency, demand 
response, and distributed resources to consumers 
and the marketplace.
– Use customer-specific load profiles available through 

smart grids to provide the information needed to help 
consumers become more efficient, shift loads to off-
peak periods, and install distributed generation at 
favorable locations on the distribution system.

– Adopt policies that allow third parties to see the value 
of customer-side resources throughout the distribution 
system and capture a portion of that value through their 
activities.
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Smart Policies

 Rethink transmission access and pricing policies to meet 
our long-term climate and environmental challenges.

– Incorporate emission reduction goals into transmission 
planning.

– Facilitate large-scale investments in transmission to tap areas 
rich in renewable resources.

– Revise transmission pricing and access rules to give weight 
to the environmental attributes of generation alternatives.
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Smart Policies

 Adopt (or strengthen) renewable portfolio standards or feed-in tariffs 
where they do not yet exist.

 Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS) : 
– A requirement on retail electric suppliers to supply a minimum percentage 

or amount of their retail load with eligible sources of renewable energy.
 See 

http://www.cleanenergystates.org/Meetings/RPS_Summit_09/WISER_RPS_Summit200
9.pdf

 Feed-in Tariff
– A financial incentive and interconnection guarantee, normally targeted to 

certain generation sources.  Essentially, a premium price for energy provided 
by eligible suppliers in addition to a requirement for interconnection to the 
transmission and distribution system.
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Smart Policies

Adopt rate design approaches that provide the 

appropriate price signals for energy efficiency.

– Adopt inclining block rates to reflect that the 

marginal cost of supply exceeds the average cost.

– Enact hook-up fees for developers and builders to 

address the ―split incentives‖ between those who 

build the facility and those who pay the energy 

bills.
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Who will build the last 

unabated coal plant?

Under 

construction

(10/09)

25 

plants            

15 GW

Close to 

Build

12 

plants 

5 GW      

Planned 46 

plants 

27 GW



Avoid ―reforms‖ that make things 

worse

 A “moral hazard” arises when a decision-maker is insulated from the 
consequences of his choice because someone else will bear the risk and 
pay the resulting costs. 

– E.g.,recent debate whether to risk creating a moral hazard through 
government bail out of high-risk mortgage lenders

 Utility regulation offers many arcane methods to hide or shift risks:

 E.g.,Fuel Adjustment Clause: ―The Commission shall permit an 
electric public utility to charge an increment or decrement as a rider to its 
rates for changes in the cost of fuel and fuel related costs <including> 

– The cost of fuel burned…

– The cost of emission allowances as used, including allowances for 
…carbon equivalent greenhouse gas emissions…‖ 

--Proposed legislation, from Committee Substitute, S3 (North Carolina) June 
2007 (emphasis added) 



CCS: Do states have a role?

 CCS requires a national program of research, development, deployment  
(RD&D program could require $24 Billion+)

 BUT: System reliability & fuel diversity & managing carbon are all state goals –
Coal and CCS are critical to meeting them

 Deployment also requires
– Utility resource policies to mandate and/or promote demand for CCS (a long-term 

strategy) rather than more immediate (and easier) supply adds like conventional PC 
and natural gas; 

– Air and other environmental permits & injection management rules;

– Initial need determinations & CPNs or equivalent;

– Siting approvals – plants, pipelines, and/or transmission paths;

– Utility financing and cost recovery in rates;

– Assignment of financial and physical risks

 These are all state-level decisions
– Even with a federal RD&D program, there is no NASA or NIH for CCS

 Combined federal + state strategies are needed

 State policy to drive CCS can reduce costs, speed technological and regulatory 
developments and public acceptance, and inform and pave the way for future 
national policy.



State-level options to

accelerate CCS 

Cap and trade 

Generator performance standards

Retailer carbon content standards

System benefit charges or feebates

Ratemaking: PUC treatment of climate policy 
risks and CCS cost recovery protections

CPN issues: Need standards, siting rules, 
preapproval, one-stop shopping

Combined approaches: federal, PUC and 
other state policies working together



Leading PUC policies to 

support CCS
 Nationwide research reveals at least 25 different policy options 

under discussion, formally proposed, or adopted across the 
US 

 Opportunity areas include policies that could affect all stages 
in the development, construction, and operation of CCS 
facilities:
 Utility planning: 

Include the cost of carbon constraints in utility resource plans

Mandate low-carbon resource acquisition (GPS, EPS, etc)

 Project applications and reviews:

Site preapproval, one-stop shopping, expedited treatment

Waiver of need determination -- CPN for CCS despite higher costs

Waiver of competitive resource acquisition requirements



PUC policy areas and 

opportunities (con’t)

 Financial incentives:

 Require investors in conventional coal without CCS to 
assume the risk of future carbon regulations

 Preapproval: Cost-recovery guarantees for CCS projects

 Ratemaking: Provide higher rates of return for CCS; grant 
bonding authority; accelerate depreciation

 Direct financial assistance for CCS: SBC/feebate; tax policy

 Support for operations, technology development:

 Guaranteed buyer or must-take requirements for CCS-
generated power

 Cost recovery for power supply during unplanned outages

 Cost recovery, “used and useful” OK even if CCS plant is 
cancelled

 Cost recovery for early retirement of existing coal facilities 
due to CCS substitute



EPA’s Endangerment Finding
 December 2009, EPA issues an ―Endangerment Finding‖

– ―current and projected concentrations of the six greenhouse gases, including 
carbon dioxide (CO2), in the atmosphere threaten the public health and welfare 
of current and future generations.‖

 Today’s finding is based on decades of research by hundreds of 
researchers. The vast body of evidence not only remains unassailable, it’s 
grown stronger, and it points to one conclusion: greenhouse gases from 
human activity are increasing at unprecedented rates and are adversely 
affecting our environment and threatening our health.” 

—EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson
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EPA’s Endangerment Finding

EPA’s findings do not themselves impose any 

requirements on industry or other entities, but 

they are a prerequisite to rulemakings that 

could directly affect the power sector.

EPA’s intent to regulate carbon under the 

Clean Air Act (CAA) will raise a number of 

significant issues for the power sector.
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Resolution of Disapproval
 Sen. Murkowski plans to introduce a ―resolution of disapproval‖ under the 

Congressional Review Act that would prohibit EPA from moving forward on 
the Clean Air Act rulemaking on climate change.

 The Congressional Review Act, enacted in 1996, establishes special 
congressional procedures for disapproving regulatory rules issued by federal 
agencies.

 Before any rule covered by the Act can take effect, the federal agency that 
promulgates the rule must submit it to Congress.

 If Congress passes a joint resolution disapproving the rule, and the resolution 
becomes law, the rule cannot take effect or continue in effect.

 Also, the agency may not reissue either that rule or any substantially similar 
one, except under authority of a subsequently enacted law.
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Uncertainty and NAAQS 

Policy Development

 It is highly likely that electricity generation will continue 

to be called upon for reductions in SOx, Nox, and mercury

 Lowest-cost ways of meeting new requirements will be 

different 

– if CO2 is considered (less coal, more renewables, 

nuclear, and EE, less gas in the long run)

– If CO2 is not considered (more post-combustion 

controls on coal and gas) 



EPA Regulatory Processes 

and GHG Emissions

Technology-based standards (NSR)

Reporting procedures

Mobile source regulation could increase 

electricity demand

SOx, NOx, and mercury regulation

Possibility of some kind of cap-and-trade 

through a regulatory process



Strengthening and Expansion 

of State Programs

The RGGI states and California (WCI) 

processes will continue

– Exacerbate regional electricity price differences

– Likely to increase interstate leakage



Questions

 Email: rcowart@raponline.org; dfarnsworth@raponline.org

 Web: www.raponline.org

 RAP is an non-profit, non-governmental organization, founded in 
1992.  We provide technical and educational assistance to government 
officials on energy and environmental issues.  RAP Principals are 
former state utility and environmental regulators, consumer advocates, 
and energy efficiency professionals

 Funded by US Dept. of Energy and Environmental Protection Agency, 
the Energy Foundation and other foundations, and international 
agencies
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